SFD15 - Dropbox
Use Third-parties for stuff where it makes sense
James Cowling (@jamesacowling) - https://www.linkedin.com/in/jcowling/
500M+ Users
4.5B+ Connections
300K+ Dropbox business customers
56% of the Fortune 500
Scale
1+ EB customer data
20% growth YoY
50+K total systems
2+ Tb/s ingress/egress
14+ MW total power
Evolution
Pre-2011 - hybrid infrastructure - third party cloud provider fro file storage as well as
web and db
2012-2014 - migrated to leased DC
2014-2015 - Magic Pocket - expanded into 3 regions, built and migrated storage inhouse
2016 - international expansion - storing block data in Europe
2016-2017 - International expansion - expanding edge network with PoPs in EU and
APAC
When to look beyond public cloud
Three questions to evaluate:
- Do we have scale at which investment in infrastructure is cost effective?
- Does our scale enable us to innovate by building custom services and integrate
hardware / software more tightly?
- Can that innovation add value for users?
Our decision to “build”
Do we have scale at which investment in infrastructure is cost effective?
- One of the oldest cloud SaaS companies
- One of the world’s largest collaboration platforms
- Hundreds of millions of users
Does our scale enable us to innovate by building custom services and integrate
hardware / software more tightly?
- Unique use case among large-scale web services companies
-- lots of network
-- lots of storage
Can that innovation add value for users?
- optimising our stack can improve our users’ experience
-- faster speed
-- higher reliability
-- web-scale security

Web scale vs Enterprise Scale
Enterprise Scale
- manual provisioning
- down time for system updates
We Scale
- Flexible, resilient, on-demand infrastructure
- standardised protocols
- unified end-to-end stack
Scale enables innovation that matters
We are simplifying the way people work together
Investments in our infrastructure help us deliver more of what our users value:
- performance
- reliability
- security
Magic Pocket
We use magic pocket to store our users’ file content
- 1+ EB of user file data currently stored
- growing at over 10PB per month
Customising our stack end-to-end allowed us to:
- improve performance and reliability for our unique use case
- improve economics
https://blogs.dropbox.com/tech/2016/05/inside-the-magic-pocket/
Inside the Magic Pocket
Brief history of development
- prototype and development
- production validation
- - ran in dark phase to find any unknown bugs
- - deleted first byte of data from third party cloud provider in February 2015
- scale out and cut over
- - 600,000+ disks
- - 3 regions in USA, expanding to EU
- Migrated more than 500PB of user data from third party cloud provider into MP in 6
months
Magic Pocket Storage Architecture

- immutable block storage
- hot vs cold data storage
- erasure-coded data
- verification
Deletion lifecycle
Custom erasure coding
Started with basic Reed-Solomon
Looks a bit like local reconstruction codes
Tradeoffs of storage vs network
Possibly more code in the verification system than there is in the storage system
Important to verify the verification systems
4RU rack mount bucket of about 60 disks
Had to move down the stack to hardware to optimise
Storage Unit Architecture

Moved from RAID controller to HBA with SSD as caching
Writes to SSD first, then staged out to disk
Replication in the first instance, then erasure coded
Density is important, but the failure domain is still something you need to be mindful
of

Use all of your capacity - otherwise you’re wasting money. But you need capacity to
tolerate failures
40GbE NICs on the machines currently
Pushing above 30Gbps in the machines currently
Per TB storage need X amount of CPU, RAM and NICs
Used to use 1GB extents on XFS. Use Discotech to store directly on disk now.
There’s no SLA on how quickly a disk gets replaced. You can leave it there forever if
you like
96GB RAM per PB (roughly)
6-8 chassis per rack (weight limit of the colo facility)
Power utilisation is more of a concern than heat at the moment
Run native Ubuntu 16 on the boxes
Single boot disk
Multiple vendors, dual sourced
*Dzmitry - network infrastructure
Global Edge Network
19 PoPs deployed across North America, Europe, Asia and Australia
Providing improved performance for EU and APAC users
Based on EC2 instances globally to start with
Software, in-house built load balancers
Launching 6 new PoPs in 2018 across Atlanta, Denver, Berlin, Toronto, Stockholm
and Oslo
Deliver improved performance to users around the world
Brings total infrastructure footprint to 29 facilities in 12 countries by the end of 2018
Dropbox is heavy, heavy on peering
Free open peering for every customer
- better service - local populations
- faster connections and improved performance
- greater control over traffic flow
- network economies for local customers
Work with third parties where it makes sense for them
If you don’t monitor you can assume your system is broken
User data is never unencrypted
Storage class, compute class and DB class machines
Everything is bare metal

Cost Efficiency
Avg. Ration of replacement cost / acquisition cost for servers = <$0.50 / dollar
Performance
Improved edge acceleration
Increasing global sync speeds by as much as 300%
Agility
Hybrid cloud company
Public Cloud?
European storage
Fastest shipping of desktop client (Use CloudFront for distributing binaries of the
desktop client) - https://aws.amazon.com/cloudfront/
API testing for AI and ML
Private
Tailor hardware to use cases
Storage team pushes a release to production every week
https://blogs.dropbox.com/tech/2016/03/magic-pocket-infrastructure/
https://blogs.dropbox.com/tech/2016/05/inside-the-magic-pocket/
https://www.wired.com/2016/03/epic-story-dropboxs-exodus-amazon-cloudempire/
https://stratechery.com/2018/the-dropbox-comp/

